
471st DISTRICT COURT FAQs 
What the Latest Emergency Orders of the Supreme Court of Texas Mean for the 471st 

 

ALL CASES: 

 

Q: Can I be compelled to appear for an in-person proceeding at the courthouse? 

 

A: NOT YET. Collin County cannot hold in-person proceedings without an OCA-approved 

plan.1 

 

Q: Can I be compelled to appear for a remote court proceeding? 

 

A: YES. If you lack the technology necessary for a mandated appearance, you should contact 

the court as soon as possible to discuss options or alternatives. This does not apply to 

potential or selected petit jurors. 

 

Q: Are courts required to allow in-person testimony or oral argument? 

 

A: NO. The court cannot schedule as many remote hearings as in-person hearings, which 

means some matters need to be resolved on submission. 

 

Q: How do I present evidence without an in-person hearing or trial? 

 

A: Evidentiary hearings can be held remotely to allow for live testimony. Alternatively, courts 

are permitted to consider sworn statements made out of court, such as sworn affidavits and 

declarations, and may give them the same weight as live testimony. 

 

Q: I have a case set for bench trial. Is it being continued? 

 

A: NO. Bench trials are being conducted remotely, and may be resumed in-person once a plan 

for such proceedings has been approved by OCA. 

 

Q: I have a case set for jury trial in June/July 2020. Is it being continued? 

 

A: YES, UNLESS the trial court requests that your specific case move forward, all parties 

consent,2 and the OCA approves the plan for the trial and observes the trial to report back 

to the SCOTX on best practices for other courts’ use. 

 

  

                                            
1 While your Judges can take health and safety measures inside the courtroom, only the County Commissioners Court 

can impose restrictions on the courthouse, from the entrance of the building to the doors of each court. The 

Commissioners Court is a separate branch of government, and while the county is not required to comply with OCA 

guidelines for courthouse safety, your judges are working hard to facilitate voluntary cooperation between the two 

branches so that we can safely return to in-person proceedings. Until then, we will continue to administer justice 

remotely. 

 
2 Consent of the parties is NOT required if the proceeding is non-binding. 

 



Q: Do deadlines and procedural rules still apply to my case? 

 

A: YES, EXCEPT statutes of limitations for any civil case expiring between March 13, 2020, 

and July 1, 2020, have been extended to August 15, 2020. Appellate deadlines are NOT 

affected. However, any Texas court may modify or suspend any deadline or procedure 

(whether by statute, rule, or order) between now and September 30, 2020, with or without 

the consent of any party or other participant in a court proceeding, subject to certain 

limitations in family cases. 

 

Q: What if I have symptoms associated with COVID-19, or have been in close contact 

with another person who has a confirmed case of COVID-19? 

 

A: As authorized by the Supreme Court of Texas, the 471st District Court requires advance 

notice of either circumstance from any person compelled to appear, or intending to appear, 

for any in-person proceeding at the courthouse so that appropriate steps may be taken to 

avoid exposing the public to illness. 

 

CIVIL CASES: 

 

Q: Can I collect a consumer debt3 right now? 

 

A: YES, BUT upon the request of a debtor or receiver, the court must hold a hearing within 

two business days to identify funds attributable to stimulus payments paid under Section 

2201 of the CARES Act. Any stimulus payments affected by garnishment or turnover must 

be released and refunded. And receivers and judgment-creditors are required to send notice 

to judgment-debtors advising them of their rights.4 

 

Q: Can I seek a default judgment? 

 

A: YES. However, civil (non-family) answer deadlines were extended by emergency order in all 

Collin County District Courts hearing civil cases. Answer deadlines under TRCP 99(c) and 

TRCP 736.5 between March 13, 2020, and May 8, 2020, are subject to a 60-day extension. 

 

 

                                            
3 Consumer debt is defined in Section 392.001(2) of the Texas Finance Code. 

 
4 The notice must read: “IF YOU RECEIVED A STIMULUS PAYMENT FROM THE IRS UNDER THE CARES ACT, 

THE AMOUNT YOU RECEIVED MAY BE SUBJECT TO A COURT STAY PROTECTING THOSE FUNDS DURING 

THE CURRENT EMERGENCY. YOU HAE A RIGHT TO REQUEST A HEARING WITH THE COURT, AND THE 

COURT WILL CONSIDER YOUR REQUEST ON AN EXPEDITED BASIS.” 


